
You can receive 1.5 points each for problems number 1 to 30.

4.In 1-19, calculate.

     
1.

  

5.

     
2.

  

6.

     
3.

   

G5  —  1



7. ÷× 10. ÷ 

8. ÷× 11. × ÷

9. ×÷ 12. ×÷

G5  �  2



13. ÷ × 16.    
    

14. ÷× 17.    
    

18.      15.    
      

  

G5  —  3



In 23-28, calculate. Simplify to the19.      
lowest terms.      

23. 
 




In 20-22, simplify each fraction to its
lowest terms.

20.  24. 
 



21. 

 25.  


22. 
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 29. Find the area of trapezoid.26. 
 




27. 
 
× 
 
×

30. Find the area of shaded section.



28.  
÷
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You can receive 2.0 points each for problems number 31 to 40.

31. Seven dozen pencils need to be equally divided among  people. How many
pencils will each person get maximally and how many will be left?

pencils              pencils

32. All  students in Margaret's school are going on a trip. If  students can
ride on each bus, how many buses are needed for the trip?

buses

33. Silvia has  red marbles and  blue marbles. Sally has  less than  times the
number of marbles Silvia has. How many marbles does Sally have?

marbles

34. Peter took  to get a  pack of pencil crayons, and  robots that cost 

for , but he did not have enough money. How much more money does Peter
need?

$
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35. Jamie volunteers at the Senior Citizen Center. He left his house at     

A.M., and his trip took  hour  minutes and  seconds. What time did Jamie
get to the Senior Citizen Center?

                           A.M.

36. Jenny and Shirley are trying long jumps. Jenny jumped 
 
 , and Shirley

jumped 
 
 . How much farther did Jenny jump than Shirley?



37. Fred and Lori helped their grandmother pick some corn from the field. Fred

picked 
 
 and Lori picked 

 
. They gave 

 
 of the corn they picked

to a neighbor. How many kilograms of corn are left?
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38. We have   of gasoline. If   were used in  days, how much
gasoline is left?



39. Monica's mother used   of strawberries to make  
 of strawberry juice,

and she used   of grapes to make  
 of grape juice. How many  of

juice did she make in total?



40. Charlie weights  . Charlie's father weighs 
  times more than Charlie. How

much does Charlie's father weigh?
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41. Draw the correct object in to complete the pattern.

42. Draw a reflection of the figure.

G5  �  9



43. Follow the pattern and find the values of A and B.

1 2 5

2 4 A

B4 17

7 14 29

A            , B

44. How many two digit numbers have a one digit that is less than their tens digit?

G5  �  10



45. Helena shot  arrows at the target shown below and got  points. How many
possible ways could she have obtained points regardless of their orders?

46. How many -digit numbers can be made using the following number cards?

1 1 3 0 0
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47. The picture below shows an increasing pattern. The figure numbers indicate the
order. How many dots(•) would be in figure ?

① ② ③

48. Two persons make  dolls during  minutes. How many dolls do five persons
make in  hours?

G5  —  12



49. A wooden block is painted, including the bottom. Then it is cut into pieces as
shown by the picture. How many pieces have  painted faces?

50. The following set of numbers follows example. Find the values of A and B.

A

A            , B

G5  �  13

126
42

16
10

6 10

58
26

B 26
42 16



※

)

)

)

)

)

)

You can receive 1.5 points each for problems number 1 to 30.

4.In 1-19, calculate with the integers.

    
1.

  

5.

2.     

  

6.3.

       

G5  — 1



7. ÷× 10. ÷ ×

8. ÷× 11. ×÷

9. ÷ 12. × ÷

G5  � 2



13. × ÷ 16.  kg  g
  kg  g

17.  L  mL
14. × ÷ 

  L  mL

18.  hr  min  sec
  hr  min  sec15.  km  m

  km  m
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19. In 23-28, calculate. Simplify to the hr  min  sec
lowest terms.  hr  min  sec

 23.  


In 20-22, simplify each fraction to its
lowest terms.


20. 

24. 
 





21. 

25. 
 





22. 
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Area

 29. Find the base of the triangle.
26. 

 


 cm

cm

27. 
 
× 
 
×

30. Find the area of the figure.

28.  
÷


cm

G5  — 5



※ You can receive 2.0 points each for problems number 31 to 40.

31. Two children have a colored ribbon that is  cm long. They want to decorate
hangers each of which uses  cm of ribbon. How many hangers can they
decorate, and how many cm of the ribbon will be left?

hangers              cm

32.  pieces of candy are divided among  people. How many pieces of candy

does each person get and how many pieces are left?

pieces of candy              pieces

33. Sunny shared  chocolates equally with  of her friends, and Mary shared 

chocolates with  of her friends. How many more chocolates did Sunny have
than Mary?

chocolates

34. Jessica bought  notebooks that cost  for  and a  backpack. She had 

left when she left the store. How much did she have before she went shopping?

$
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35. A book is  pages long. If you read  pages an hour for  hours every day,
how many days will it take you to finish the book?

days

36. Silvia weighs 
 

kg, and Jessica weighs 
 

kg. If Silvia and Jessica stand on

a scale together, what would the scale read?

kg

37. Dad brought home a cake from a bakery. Wendy ate   of the cake, and


Mandy ate  

 of the cake. How much of the cake is left?

of the cake
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38. We have  L of gasoline. If  L were used in  days, how much

gasoline is left?

L

39. Shane and Holly drink milk every morning. Shane drank 
L yesterday and

 L today. Holly drank
 L yesterday and

 L today. How many L of milk  

did they drink yesterday?

L

40. Peter can travel 
 

km  an hour on his bicycle. If he travels for  hours 

minutes at the same speed, how many km  would he travel?

km
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[2.3 points]

  [2.3 points]

      

41. Of the numbers from 500 to 699, how many numbers have the same value when
read forwards or backwards?

42. The picture below follows an increasing pattern and the figure numbers indicate

the order. What figure number would have 39 squares( )?

…

G5  — 9



[3.3 points]

[3.3 points]

43. Sara paid $21 to buy 2 bags of cookies and 3 cartons of milk. Tia paid $29 to
buy 3 bags of cookies and 4 cartons of milk. How much are 1 bag of cookies
and 1 carton of milk?

$

44. Every exposed face of the blocks below were painted, including the bottom. How

many faces were painted?

faces

G5  � 10



[3.3 points]

[3.3 points]

      

1. The number is a fraction.

2. The number is greater than 
 .

3. The number is less than .

45. Look at the sum of the given even numbers below. Fill in  by computing

the product of two suitably chosen numbers.

  ×  

  ×  

  ×  

 

46. Find the number that satisfies all the following conditions.
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[.4.3 points]

[4.3 points]

47. Follow the given instructions for figure. Shade the last figure.

Reflection

48. The following set of numbers follows pattern as in the example. Find the values
that belong in A, B, and C.

Example

From 1st row to 4th row From 4th row to 7th row

15 15
2 2

    ×   

C
7th

6th

5th

4th

3rd

2nd

11st

A =              , B =              , C =

G5  — 12

3 5
3 5

5 3
5 3

3
3

2
1 2

B 10

A 3
5



[4.3 points]

[4.3 points]

49. There are to be planted around a yard with the dimensions shown below. The
trees are to be planted 3m apart starting at A. How many trees will be needed?

trees

50. Suzie shots 3 arrows and all 3 arrows hit the target below. Write the number of

possible scores Suzie could have obtained?

1
3
5

G5  � 13



You can receive 1.5 points each for problems number 1 to 30.

In 1-6, Add the quotient and the
remainder after solving the questions 4.

each. (For example, if the quotient is    
 and the remainder is , then the
answer is   . If the quotient is
 and the remainder is , then the
answer is    .)

1.

  

5.

   

2.

  

6.

    

3.

   

G5  —  1



10. ×÷In 7-13, calculate.

7. ×÷ 

11. ÷×8. ÷×

12. ÷×9. ÷×

G5  �  2



 min  hours

13. ÷ × 16.    
    

In 14-16 Add all the measurement digits 17. Add all the digits after calculating
after calculating the questions each. (For the given time as the seconds.
example,      ,
then write as   .) (For example,  seconds, then

write as   .)
14.    

     sec

In 18-19 Add all the measurement digits
after calculating the questions each. (For
example,   , then write as
  .)

15.    
18.          

      

G5  —  3





19. In 22-21, Write the numerator after    
calculating the questions each as the      

simplest form of a proper fraction or
a mixed number. (For example, if the

answer is  , make 
  and write

only .)

22. 
 




In 20-21, Add the numerator and the
denominator after solving the questions
each as the simplest form. (For

example, if the answer is  
, then

write as   .)

23. 
 


 


 


20. 

24. 
 


21. 
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  29. Find the area of each trapezoid.25.  




26. 
 
×

27.  
÷
 
×


30. Find the area of each shaded section.

28. Write the decimal part, after solving
the questions each. (For example, if

the answer is  or , then
write as . If the answer is  or
, then write as .)
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You can receive 2.0 points each for problems number 31 to 40.

31. Niki has  pears and  apples. If the apples are put into  baskets evenly,

how many apples will be left?

apples

32. Paul lives    away from his school. If it takes  minutes for Paul to

walk to school, how many meters is he walking every minute?



33. Melody, Wanda, and Valerie divided the stake of pencils among themselves.

Melody took , while Wanda and Valerie shared the remaining  equally. How
many more did Melody recevie than Wanda?

pencils

34. Emily bought  birthday cards that are sold  for  $. How much change did she

receive if she paid with a $ bill?

$

G5  �  6



35. Jessie has traveled to her grandmother's house by bus. Her trip there took 

hours  minutes and  seconds, and her trip back took  hours  minutes
and   seconds. How long did jessie spend on the bus? (Add all the
measurement digits after calculating the questions each. For example,   

 then write as    .)

36. Justin bought  marbles. He gave 

 
 of the marbles to Adam, and then some

to Sam. Justin took home  marbles. What fraction of the total marbles did
Justin give to Sam? 

of the marbles

37. Damine studied for 

 
 hours yesterday and 

 
 hours  today. How much longer

did Damien study yesterday than today?(Write down the sum of denominator and

numerator of mixed number. For example, if the answer is 

 
, write down as

.)

hour(s)
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38. Buses bound for Vancouver leave Seattle every  minutes. Buses bound for San

Francisco leave every  minutes. Buses bound for Boise leave every  minutes.
The first buses leave for Vancouver,  San Francisco, and Boise at  A.M. What
time is it when the three buses leave together for the second time?

 39. Henry used  
  of blue ribbon and  

  of yellow ribbon to wrap some

presents. How many m of ribbon did he use in total? (Write down the sum of

denominator and numerator of mixed number. For example, if the answer is 
 ,

write down as .)



 40. Donny has  
  of wire. He used  

  of it to make the skeleton model of

a puppy. How many m of wire does he have left? (Write down the numerator of
mixed number.)



G5  —  8

(Write down only minute part.)



...41. What is the ones place value when  is multiplied by itself  times?

Answer :

42. The ficture below follows an increasing pattern and the figure numbers
indicate the order. How many squares (    ) would there be in  the figure 8?

...

1 2 3

Answer :                squares

G5  —  9



43. Look at the calendar below and find the date of   Monday.

October

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat

1 2 3 4

5 6

Answer :

44. Five animals are in a race. By how many meter(m) is coagar ahead of
kangaroo?

l Tiger is   abead of Lion, but   behind coagar.
l Cheetah is    ahead of Lion.
l Kangaroo is    behind Tiger.

Answer :                

G5  �  10



45. Look at the picture below and find the number that belong in ♡, ◇
What is the value of the sum of  ♡and ◇.

♡◇  
♡×◇  

Answer :

46. 6. Find the sum of the numbers from  to .

Answer :

G5  —  11



47. There are the  number cards shown below. How many  even
numbers can you make with these number cards.

Answer :                numbers

48. Find the missing numbers A, B, and C in the pattern below of the paired
numbers. What is the value of A+B+C?

5 3 6

8 4 B

7 4 12

4 A 2

10 5 C

9 5 20

Answer :

G5  �  12



49. Write the number from  to  once so that each side of the square has a
sum of . What number goes in A?

3 7

A

Answer :

50. The following set of numbers follows pattern as Example . Find the value

of A+B.

Example

4 7 7 4

3 3  : 3 is the difference between 4 and 7.

11 11

4 7 7 4  : 11 is the sum of 4 and 7.

50

18

A

B

6

Answer :

G5  —  13
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You can receive 1.5 points each for problems number 1 to 30.

In 1-6, add the quotient and the 
remainder after solving each question. 
(For example, if the quotient is  and 
the remainder is , then the answer is 
  . If the quotient is  and the 
remainder is , then the answer is 
  .)

1.

  

2.

  

3.

   

4.

   

5.

   

6.

    



G5  — 2

In 7-13, calculate.

7. ×÷  

8. ÷×

9. ÷×

10. ×÷

11. ÷×

12. ÷×



G5  — 3

13. ÷×

In 14-16, add all the measurement digits 
after calculating each question. (For 
example, if the answer is    
  , then write as   .)

14.

  

   

    

15.    

    

16.    

    

17. Add all the digits after calculating 
the given time as the seconds.

      

(For example, if the answer is 
 seconds, then write as 
  .)

                               

In 18-19, add all the measurement digits 
after calculating each question. (For 
example, if the answer is   , 
then write as    .)

18.      

      

hours minutes
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19.       

      

In 20-21, add the numerator and the 
denominator after solving each question 
as the simplest form. (For example, if the 

answer is 


, then write as   .)

20. 


21. 


In 22-27, write the numerator after 
calculating each question as the simplest 
form of a proper fraction or a mixed 
number. (For example, if the answer is 




, make 


 and write as .)

22. 

 



23. 

 


 

 

24. 
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25. 

 



26. 

× 

27. 

÷ 


× 



28. Write the decimal part after solving 
the questions. (For example, if the 
answer is  or , then write 
as . If the answer is  or , 
then write as .)

 

29. Find the area of the figure.
  

         

                         

30. Find the area of the shaded section.
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You can receive 2.0 points each for problems number 31 to 40.

31. Niki has  pears and  apples. If the apples are put into  baskets evenly, 

how many apples will be left?

             apples

32. John has a book that is  pages long. How many days will it take him to 

finish the book if he reads  pages each day? 

               days

33. Yesterday, Michael assembled 3 boxes that contain 5 robots each, and today he 

assembled 2 more of the same boxes. Margaret, on the other hand, assembled 3 
boxes that contain 3 robots each yesterday and worked on 3 more of the same 
boxes today. How many robots have been assembled all together?

            robots

34. Silvia has  red marbles and  blue marbles. Sally has  less than  times the 

number of marbles Silvia has. How many marbles does Sally have? 

            marbles 
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35. Jessie has traveled to her grandmother's house by bus. Her trip there took   

hours  minutes and  seconds, and her trip back took  hours  minutes 
and   seconds. How long did Jessie spend on the bus? (Add all digits after 
calculating. For example, if the answer is     , then write as  
  .)

              

36. Sam drank 

 of milk in a month while Jesse drank 


 and Elaine drank 




. How much liters of milk did the person who drank the least amount 

of milk drink? (Write down the sum of denominator and numerator of 

mixed number. For example, if the answer is 
 , write down as   .)

                  

37. Johnny is 

  tall, and his older brother, James who is a basketball player is  

  tall. How much taller is James than Johnny? (Write down the sum of 

denominator and numerator of mixed number. For example, if the answer is 


, 

write down as   .)
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38. Nancy is trying to evenly divide  pencils,  notebooks, and  erasers among 

as many students as possible. How many students can Nancy give school supplies 
to?

              students

39. Julia and her parents are planting a garden. 


 of the garden is planted with 

roses, 


 with morning glories, and 


 with tulips. How much of the garden is 

planted with roses and morning glories? (Write down the sum of denominator and 

numerator of mixed number. For example, if the answer is 


, then write as 

  .)

             

40. Angela cut 

  of ribbon into  equal pieces to wrap some presents. How 

long is each piece? (Write down the numerator of mixed number. For example, if 

the answer is 


, then write as .)
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41. Look at the figures in the  and find the one that correctly follows the 

pattern. 

                            

                       

  
                     

                                                    Answer :                

42. Look at the sentence about the month of January, and fill ○. 

            

 If the second Sunday is  , then the 

  fourth Tuesday is ○.

 
                                                    Answer :                
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43. Look at the figures below and write the number of all line-symmetrical figures. 

                                                              

               

                                                Answer :              figures

44. Two numbers ○, have a difference of  and a product of . Find the 

number ○. 

                       

 ○☆
 ○×☆

                                                    Answer :                
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45. Find the ones place value when  is multiplied by itself  times. 

                         

     
                                                    Answer :                

46. Megan is in a line during gym class as below. How many people are there 

behind Jessy? 
 

                

Megan is in the  from the front.

Jessy is right behind of Megan.

Megan is in the  from the back.

                                                    
Answer :              people
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47. If the set of numbers follow a pattern, write the correct number in the shaded 

blank . 

  

                           

                                                    Answer :                
 

48. How many 3-digit numbers can be made using the following number cards? Each 

card can only be used once. 

                         

 
                                         Answer :             3-digit numbers
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49. Find the figure you would see if a mirror was placed on the dotted line. 

                                                                

                           

             

                                                    Answer :                

50. Use the number from  to  once so that each side of the triangle has the same 

sum. Find the number that appear in the shaded . 

                       

              
                                                    Answer :                
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※ You can receive 1.5 points each for problems number 1 to 30.

In 1-6, add the quotient and the 
remainder after solving each question. 
(For example, if the quotient is  and 
the remainder is , then the answer is 
  . If the quotient is  and the 
remainder is , then the answer is 
  .)

1.

)  

2.

)  

3.

)   

4.

)   

5.

)   

6.

)    



G5  — 2

In 7-13, calculate.

7. ×÷  

8. ×÷

9. ×÷

10. ×÷

11. ×÷

12. ÷×



G5  — 3

13. ÷÷

In 14-16, add all the measurement 
numbers after calculating each question. 
(For example, if the answer is 
m kg L cm g mL, then write as 
  .)

14.

  

 km  m
  km  m

15.  kg  g
  kg  g

16.  L  mL
  L  mL

17..  Express the following time in hours 
(A), minutes (B), and seconds (C), then 
find the sum of A, B, and C.

      
(For example, if the answer is 
hr min sec, then write as  
  .)

                               

In 18-19, add all the measurement numbers 
after calculating each question. (For 
example, if the answer is hr min sec, 
then write as    .)

18.  hr  min  sec
  hr  min  sec

seconds
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19.   hr  min  sec
  hr  min  sec

In 20-21, add the numerator and the 
denominator after solving each question 
as the simplest form. (For example, if the 

answer is 


, then write as   .)

20. 


21. 


In 22-27, write the numerator after 
calculating each question as the simplest 
form of a proper fraction or a mixed 
number. (For example, if the answer is 




, make 


 and write as .)

22. 

 



23. 

 


 

 

24. 
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25. 

 



26. 

× 



27. 

÷  × 



28. Write the decimal part after solving 
the questions. (For example, if the 
answer is  or , then write 
as . If the answer is  or , 
then write as .)

  

29. Find the height of the trapezoid.
  

         

Area =  cm

                         cm

30. Find the area of the shaded section.

                         m
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※ You can receive 2.0 points each for problems number 31 to 40.

31. You want to put  books in the bookcase. If you put  books on a shelf, how 

many shelves do you need in the bookcase? 

              shelves

32. You have  boxes of apples. If you use one truck to carry  boxes at a 

time, how many trips will it take you to move all your apples? 

              times

33. Tom put  memorabilia stamps on the front page of his stamp collection book. 

On the back page, he put  rows of animal stamps, with  stamps in a row, 
and  memorabilia stamps. How many more stamps does he have on the front 
page than the back page? 

             stamps

34.  bananas cost Won. If you bought  bananas and paid Won. How 

much change will you receive?

             Won 
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35. Amy studied for  hours  minutes and  seconds, and Tim studied for  

hour  minutes and  seconds. How much longer (in hours, minutes and 
seconds) did Amy study than Tim? (Add all digits after calculating. For example, 
if the answer is hr  min  sec, then write as    .)

              

36. In the art class James used 


 sheets, Mary used  sheets, and Robert used 




 sheets of colored paper to make a mosaic. Determine the least sheets of 

colored paper been used among them. (Write down the sum of the denominator 

and numerator of the mixed number. For example, if the answer is 


, write 

down as   .)

              

37. Steve and Jessica helped their grandmother harvest potatoes. Steve harvested 



 kg of potatoes. Jessica harvested 
 kg of potatoes, but she gave 

 kg of 

them to her neighbor. How many potatoes do they have now in kg? (Write down 
the sum of the denominator and the numerator of the mixed number. For 

example, if the answer is 
 kg, write down   .)
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38. Jim has a pencil that is cm  long, and Maria has a pencil that is cm   

long. How much longer (in cm) is Jim’s pencil than Maria’s? (Write down only 
the decimal part of the answer. For example, if the answer is cm  write 
down only .)

              

39. Ann got a puzzle as her birthday present. She solved 


 of it yesterday, and 


 

of it today. How much of the puzzle has she solved? (Write down the sum of 
the denominator and numerator of the mixed number. For example, if the answer 

is 


, then write   .)

             

40. At Susan’s home, 
 L of fruit juice is consumed every day. Susan drinks 


 of 

it. How much fruit juice (in L) does she drink in a week? (Write down the 

numerator of the mixed number. For example, if the answer is 
 L, then write 

down .)
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41. According to the rule, how many squares( ) would there at 6 ? [2.3 points]

? ?

1 2 3 4 5 6

                                               Answer :              squares

42.  The shapes above and below the line follow a pattern. Based on the pattern, 

which shapes would belong in place of the dotted square? [2.3 points]

①        ②        ③        ④

 
                                                      Answer :              
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43. Scale  and scale  are balanced. If you want to balance scale , how many  

s do you need to put in place of A? [3.3 points]

        

                                                      Answer :              

44. Draw a symmetrical picture of the figure on the left, then overlap the two figures 

at the bottom. How many colored squares are at the bottom now? [3.3 points]

                                             Answer :                squares
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45. The three numbers in every row follow a certain rule. If you put the correct 

numbers in A and B, what is A+B? [3.3 points]

     
                                                      Answer :              

46.  If  and  represent different numbers, what is the -digit number for 

 ? [3.3 points]

 

                                                      Answer :              
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47. The students in our class run during the gym. How many total students run?

[4.3 points]

  

              

§ Helen is running right behind Amy.

§ Behind Helen,  students are running. 

§ In front of Amy,  students are running.              

                                             Answer :              students
 

48. The exposed faces of the blocks below have been painted, including the bottom. 

How many faces have been painted? [4.3 points]

                                                 Answer :              faces
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49. How many numbers from  to  have tens place bigger than its ones place?

[4.3 points]

                                                                            

                                                      Answer :              

50. In the following table, ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’ represent different numbers. The numbers 

to the right of the table are the sum of each row. The numbers below the table 
are the sum of each column. What number is represented by A? [4.3 points]

   A
   37

   A
38 41 A

              

                                                      Answer :              
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You can receive 1.5 points each for problems number 1 to 30.

In 1-6, add the quotient and the 

remainder after solving each question. 

(For example, if the quotient is  and 

the remainder is , then the answer is 

  . If the quotient is  and the 

remainder is , then the answer is 

  .)

1.

  

2.

  

3.

   

4.

   

5.

   

6.
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In 7-13, calculate.

7. ÷  × 

8. ÷× 

9. ÷× 

10. ×÷ 

11. ÷× 

12. ×÷ 
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13. ÷× 

In 14-16, add all the measurement 

numbers after calculating each question. 

(For example, if the answer is m kg L 
cm g mL, then write as   .)

14.

  

 km  m
  km  m

15.  kg  g
  kg  g

 

16.  L  mL
  L  mL

17..  Express the following time in hours 

(A), minutes (B), and seconds (C), then 

find the sum of A, B, and C.

               

                               

In 18-19, add all the measurement numbers 

after calculating each question. (For example, 

if the answer is hr min sec, then 

write as    .)

18.  hr  min  sec
  hr  min  sec

 

 seconds
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19.   hr  min  sec
  hr  min  sec

In 20-21, add the numerator and the 

denominator after solving each question 

as the simplest form. (For example, if the 

answer is 


, then write as   .)

20. 


 

21. 


  

In 22-27, write the numerator after 

calculating each question as the simplest 

form of a proper fraction or a mixed 

number. (For example, if the answer is 




, make 


 and write as .)

22. 

 


 

23. 

 


 

  

24. 
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25. 

 


 

26. 

× 



27. 

× 


÷  

28. Write the decimal part after solving 

the questions. (For example, if the 

answer is  or , then write 

as . If the answer is  or , 

then write as .)

  

29. Find the value of the diagonal in “?” 

of the Rhombus below.

  

Area =  cm

                         cm

30. Find the area of the shaded section.

                         m
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You can receive 2.0 points each for problems number 31 to 40.

31. There is a string with a length of m cm . If you cut this string into pieces 

that are cm  in length, how many cm  long pieces will you have? (Note: 

m cm .)

              pieces

32.  students in our school are going to travel by bus. If each bus has  seats, 

how many buses do we need to take all students?

               buses

33. There is a bottle with L of water. I pour mL into each of 4 paper cups. I 

pour the remaining into mL glass cups. How many glass cups are filled? 

(Note: LmL)

            glass cups

34. To bake one loaf of bread, g of flour and g of sugar are required. How 

many loaves of bread can you bake with kg of flour and g of sugar? 

(Note: kgg.)

             loaves of bread
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35. It takes  minutes and  seconds for Alex and  minutes and  seconds for 

Frank to take a walk around the ground respectively. If both depart at the same 

time, how many seconds after Alex will Frank complete his walk around the 

ground? (Note:  min  sec.)

             seconds

36. There is a rectangle with a width of m  and a length of m . What is the 

length of the perimeter of the rectangle? (Note: m cm .)

              cm

37. Find the value of the smallest denominator after simplifying all of the given 

fractions to the lowest term.




 


 


 



        ____         
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38. Jay has  pencils,  notebooks, and  erasers. If he distributed them all 

equally to as many students as possible, what would be the total number of 

pencils, notebooks, and erasers that each student would have?

        _____       

39. Sally started and finished a novel within three days. She read 


 of the novel on 

the first day and 


 of the total pages on the second day. What is the value of 

A if she read the remaining A


 of the novel on the third day?

            

40. A natural number must be put in  to make 

×  a 2-digit natural number. 

What is the largest natural number can be put in ?
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41. The addition of the numbers below follows a rule. Find the value of  ⋯

 according to this rule. 

  ×  

  ×  

  ×  

  ×  

⋯

                                                      Answer :              

42. What is the date of the fourth Friday in the following calendar? 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat

 1 2 3

4 5

 

                                                      Answer :             
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43. Several students are running. Based on the given statements, how many students 

are running behind Brian? 

 - Brian is in the thplace from the front.

 - Megan is running right before Brian.

 - Megan is in the thplace from the back.

                                               Answer :              students

44. Helen shot two arrows, and both hit the target shown below. Find how many 

different scores she could have gotten. 

10  8 5

                                             Answer :              
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45. Rotate the given figure on the left according to the arrow. Then, combine the top 

of two figures in the space provided below. How many fully-colored squares are 

there in the new figure? 

     

                                               Answer :              squares

46. How many unit blocks are used to make the set of blocks? 

 

                                                Answer :              blocks
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47. Among the numerals      and , how many -number combinations can 

be made so that there would not be three consecutive numbers in a row? 

  

      

                                                  Answer :                 

 

48. There is an equilateral triangle with the following pattern. How many more 	 are 

there than ▼ in the  place? 

       

                                                      Answer :              
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49. In the following table,   and  represent different numbers. Determine the 

value of A by finding the sum of each row and column of numbers in the table. 

   A
   

   

  A

                                                      Answer :              

50. This Example  shows the rule that a number only can jump one or two spaces 

from its original position.

1 2 3
1 2 3

1 3 2

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

2 1 3

Example

Following this rule, what is the minimum number of jumps needed to make the 

left numbers the same as those on the right? 

1 2 3 3 2 1

              

                                                      Answer :              


